The Flotation Process Can Go Green
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Abstract: In today’s world of environmental strain, wastewater treatment has become a, more or less, conventional application of flotation—as for instance, in the oil, food, or chemical industries, and in potable water treatment. In this paper, different flotation methods (such as ion, adsorbing colloid, and adsorptive flotation, including biosorption) and techniques will be reviewed; and, in order to explain them further, several applications of these from the laboratory (General and Inorganic Chemical Technology) at Aristotle University of Thessaloniki, Greece (AUTH) will be presented and analyzed, with the main focus on sustainability. The application of flotation as a separation process, when applied in pollution control or during water treatment, was often criticized due to the possible toxicity of the applied collectors; however, the use of biosurfactants may alleviate this concern and enhance its further acceptability.
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1. Introduction

One of the most unique separation techniques is considered to be flotation, which combines three phases: Gas phase, liquid phase, and solid phase (separately). Flotation has direct application to (or we can say that it originates from) mineral processing, which is called “froth flotation”. The latter field presents for sure special peculiarities compared to flotation techniques applied to wastewater treatment [1–5]. Haynes started the systematic application of flotation for sulfides in mineral beneficiation in order to efficiently separate them (with the use of oil) from gangue. In 1905 (Broken Hill, Australia), the first attempt to apply a froth flotation apparatus was recorded, where the intense stirring of the pulp produced air bubbles [6]. However, in the 5th century B.C. in ancient Greece, Herodotus (in Historiae, Book IV) was probably the first person to describe a process similar to flotation. This process was created in order to separate (using fatty substances) gold particles from sand [7]. Quite early also, application of this technique to wastewater treatment was reported [8].

According to the technique used for the generation of gas (usually air) bubbles, which are the transport medium of this separation process, two broad categories of flotation are generally distinguished: Dispersed-air and dissolved-air flotation; these bubble generation methods were extensively studied and compared [9]. The potential for sustainability in water separation techniques and the applications to “heavy” chemical industry have also been analyzed [10]; it is mandatory worldwide to find methods for obtaining new/fresh sources of drinking water. It has been said there are several major gains in the understanding, insight, capability, and efficiency that come from viewing the separation processes as a unified field [11].

A new surfactant (seed oil from a tree) was evaluated for deinking flotation [12]; deinking before the recycling of paper is a demanding process from an environmental standpoint. Recycling printed circuit boards using suitable technology (here, by inverse flotation) is increasingly important due to
the metals these contain and the environmental care that must be taken when separating the different materials [13]. The contact angle measurement allows the determination of whether flotation would occur or not (and thus establishes a material as hydrophobic or not). The potential of an enhanced flotation separation process combined with natural-based green chemicals was determined for wastewater treatment and resource recovery [14]. Betacyanin (which has applications in food processing) extraction was accomplished from the peel and flesh of pitaya using a new integration process, based on the so-called liquid biphasic flotation [15]. Controlling the reaction kinetics gave rise to enhanced separation efficiencies of lanthanides, with the aid of selective density-based flotation [16]. A green flotation method for the separation of small amounts of boron from aqueous solution was published [17].

Hence, the aforementioned selected examples from the literature perhaps already indicate that flotation can go green. Flotation is, in principle, a surfactant-based separation process, where the surfactants are usually termed collectors. Ion flotation is generally a method that involves the removal of surface inactive ions from an aqueous solution by adding the proper surfactant; as a result, a scum appears on the surface of the solution, consisting of solids and containing the surfactant, usually as a chemical constituent, after the passage of gas bubbles through the solution. An evolution of ion flotation (i.e., precipitate flotation) involves the initial formation of some kind of precipitate from the ionic species and the subsequent removal of this. There is also a similar idea involving the removal of a solute by adsorption on or co-precipitation with a carrier floc (which is then floated after the addition usually of a surfactant), termed adsorbing colloid flotation that belongs in general in the group of adsorptive flotation techniques [18,19]. Furthermore, the relative costs of the process have been recently examined [20].

Surfactants are considered to be compounds with surface-active potential, which are able to reduce the interfacial (and surficial) tension at the border (interface) interfaces between the liquid–solid–gas phases; therefore, it is allowed to easily disperse or mix resulting in emulsions in water or other liquids. The demand in the market for surfactants is widely known, and, therefore, there are a huge variety of synthetic (majorly having as basis petroleum) and chemical surfactants. The disadvantage is that these molecules (or generally compounds) are toxic and hazardous to environmental life. Additionally, most of them are not biodegradable, and as a result, they may bioaccumulate, whereas their production processes and byproducts can be environmentally hazardous.

Mineral Processing

Chitosan is a polymer, which was tested for potential selectivity as a green depressant of pyrite in the bulk flotation of galena and chalcoprite from sphalerite and pyrite—using a xanthate (dithiocarbonate) as a collector and methyl isobutyl carbinol (MIBC) as a frother [21]. Earlier, the role of dextrin in the xanthate flotation of pyrite and sphalerite was examined, by means of flotation tests and micro-electrophoretic measurements [22]; the exclusion of hazardous cyanides in mineral processing has been of particular interest. Recently, cellulose was applied as a candidate for a green alternative due to its natural abundance (regarding the polymeric source) and possibly can participate as an antagonist of synthetic chemicals, which are now used; alkylaminated nanocelluloses of linear form were investigated in the selective flotation of aluminum oxide and quartz [23]. Cellulose can be modified in a physical or chemical manner in order to have (obtain) tailored properties. So, it can be employed in the chemical industry and especially in flotation techniques. The Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–Overbeek theory focused on the forces (or generally the interactions) between cellulose and some minerals by varying the experimental setup [24].

One of the most serious problems is the existence of arsenic in water. This is a big threat to human health in many countries. The problem may be due to the oxidative weathering and dissolution from As-containing minerals of dissolved inorganic arsenic oxyanions, which are transported in the surface or groundwater and can subsequently become adsorbed on soil and sediment particles. Arsenic-rich auriferous pyrite concentrates, often stockpiled in the mine area, could be further enriched in arsenic to also assist Au beneficiation, in case gold is associated with arsenopyrite [25]. Additionally, the potential
of Eucalyptus oils as green collectors in gold flotation was examined, as xanthates introduce many occupational health and environmental risks that are often overlooked [26]. The density functional theory calculation perhaps opens a new avenue for understanding the reactivity of the groups and atoms in a collector molecule [27].

The mining industry is currently facing significant challenges to identify and adopt sustainable collector chemistries that can effectively recover valued minerals in difficult-to-process low-grade resources. These are typically characterized by complex mineralogy and the presence of significant amounts of penalty gangue sulfide minerals, especially pyrite which is a challenge to separate from valuable minerals at many major mine operations [28]. As it is known, the purpose of mineral processing is, among others, to remove the impurities found in the gangue minerals, as smelters (where the flotation concentrates end) often give penalties based on their level. A deleterious element usually has a specific penalty, which depends on the removal cost (and/or disposal). In other cases, the latter can be varied from the appropriate manner with which we can limit the value of the final metal product [29].

Elsewhere, the flotation behavior of monazite from carbonates was studied [30]. Metals (including molybdenum—mentioned below) are non-renewable resources being consumed at an exponential rate as a result of population and capital growth. Thus, reclamation from industrial solid wastes and wastewaters, especially of the rare or rare-earth metals, is becoming more and more attractive.

2. Flotation Techniques in Wastewater Treatment

During the year, the exhaustion of the reserves of metal ores is big, so it is mandatory to recover metals from ores (presenting lower grade). Flotation can be used for even higher concentration and separation. This is even more promising especially in the case of relatively expensive materials in spent or leached dilute solutions. Hydrometallurgy can be traced back only to the end of the 19th century, while pyrometallurgy is admittedly an ancient art of metal production. The former involves two distinct steps: (i) The selective dissolution of metal values from a mineral (raw material), a process known as leaching; and (ii) the selective separation and recovery of these metal values, commonly existing in small concentrations, from the bulk solution.

Arsenic is present usually as an admixture in molybdenum ores, such as molybdenite (MoS₂). The wastewater generated during the hydrometallurgical treatment of molybdenum minerals usually contains both As(V) and Mo(VI) species. Ion flotation was shown to simultaneously float both molybdenum and arsenic anions (in contrast to adsorbing colloid flotation, which was able to separate Mo(VI) from other co-existing anions) (Figure 1).

![Figure 1](image1.png)

**Figure 1.** (a) Ion flotation of an aqueous mixture of arsenic–molybdenum anions by the addition of dodecylamine at pH 3.6, at different initial concentrations of the collector. Reprinted with permission; copyright Taylor & Francis [31]. (b) Adsorbing colloid flotation of the separation of molybdate oxyanions from mixtures by dodecylamine at pH 9: Effect of the initial molybdate concentrations on the selective separation of phosphates, arsenates, and silicates; the latter, as impurities, were initially present in low concentrations. Reprinted with permission; copyright Elsevier [32].
A laboratory bench-scale dispersed-air flotation column was applied for this scope; dodecylamine in ethanol solution (0.5% v/v) was used as the surfactant for ion flotation. Ferric hydroxide (formed in situ from ferric chloride) was used as the coprecipitant for adsorbing colloid flotation. The aquatic chemistry of the system was also studied [31]. In practical applications, the ion flotation process may be preferred because of its advantages, such as the easy collection of foamate. Therefore, the applied surfactant can be recycled, and arsenic and molybdenum can be recovered.

It was found that by the application of adsorbing colloid flotation over 95% of impurities, such as Si, P, and As anions (usually at concentrations of 15 mg/L each), could be selectively removed from an aqueous solution, also containing molybdate anions at an initial concentration exceeding 200 mg/L; in this case, the simultaneous co-removal (floated) of molybdates was around 20%. The reason for this behavior between the impurities (being floatable) and the molybdates (being mainly non-floatable) is the different solubility between the ferric compounds of molybdates (soluble at the alkaline pH values) and those of arsenates, phosphates, and silicates, which are present as insoluble precipitates at the applied pH values; and, hence, they can be easily separated by flotation.

Cadmium-polluted wastewaters come from a large number of industries, which include mainly metal finishing, electroplating, ceramics and inorganic pigments production, metallurgical alloying, zinc smelting, and acid mine drainage. The removal of this priority pollutant is of primary interest to the industries and concerned regulatory agencies, due to its high toxicity. The removal of this toxic metal employing the dissolved-air flotation technique was investigated in laboratory batch experiments; the mechanism of precipitate flotation as the respective hydroxide was followed by sodium dodecyl sulfate (an anionic surfactant), at the pH range between 10 and 11, approximately [33].

A comparison of three flotation techniques in the hybrid configuration—to be discussed in the following—revealed that precipitate flotation had a better influence on membrane performance [34]; the solution pH value for the metal removal by precipitation was ~8 for copper. From a typical thermodynamics investigation (by the MINEQL+ program) for the aqueous chemistry of these metals, it came out that copper precipitates as a hydroxide when the pH is approaching 6 [35]. Precipitate flotation of copper ions was compared with ion flotation [36].

Figure 2 presents an example for the separation of dissolved germanium species, although it cannot be considered as the typical case of ion flotation. In this application, a specific activator (chemical reagent), such as pyrogallol, should be initially introduced in the original aqueous solution, before accomplishing the effective removal of germanium by the subsequent addition of an appropriate (cationic) surfactant, such as dodecylamine.

The ion flotation method was also applied for the selective separation of germanium from arsenic. A relatively simpler ion flotation system could be (for example) the removal of chromate oxyanions from dilute aqueous solutions by the addition of a cationic surfactant [37].

The reason for the addition above of an activator previously presented (i.e., the respective ion flotation mechanism in this case) was that at low initial aqueous concentrations (i.e., in the range of a few mg/L) Ge(IV) is present at the pH range of 2–7 in the form of very slightly dissociated meta-germanic acid (H₂GeO₃), which therefore cannot be directly floated. Pyrogallol is known to form a strongly dissociated complex acid with germanium, having the composition H₂GeL₃; hence, in this way it can be subsequently floated (separated) by the addition of a cationic surfactant. The collected foam was found to contain a precipitate with the (analyzed) composition S₂GeL₃, where S is the cation of amine-type surfactant and L represents the complexing ligand (pyrogallol). The stoichiometric mechanism of this separation process was therefore clarified [38].

Several million tons of pulverized fuel ash or fly ash are produced every year from coal burning power plants and collected mainly by using electrostatic precipitators; actually, fly ash is an industrial solid waste, being in some cases almost 20% of the initial coal weight and may represent serious environmental problems (collection, disposal, etc.). Coal fly ash can be meanwhile considered as an ore already mined, size reduced, and readily available for engineering applications, in substantial quantities and rather consistent composition, depending on the origin and type of burned coal. Only the
total (if possible) recovery of all the mineral constituents from fly ash, i.e., aluminum, iron, calcium, silicon, sulfur, sodium, titanium, but also (from the trace-contained values), uranium, germanium, molybdenum, etc., is envisioned as economically feasible and will have a positive impact on the ash disposal problem. Some selected preliminary laboratory results were presented on germanium leaching from two different fly ash samples (originated from two Greek power plants, burning lignite of different qualities) by using comparatively dilute solutions of sulfuric acid (0.5% w/v) or sodium hydroxide (0.5% w/v). The idea was to co-extract and hence, to obtain in the leachate solution as little as possible of the other constituents, so that during the next processing stage (i.e., flotation) possible depression effects [39] could be avoided.
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**Figure 2.** Ion flotation of germanium from dilute aqueous solutions (1 × 10^{-4} M initial concentration): (a) Effect of pyrogallol (activator) concentration on germanium ion recovery; dodecylamine concentration kept constant at 2.2 × 10^{-4} M; and (b) varying the concentration of the collector, with 3.3 × 10^{-4} M pyrogallol added; effect on recovery and certification of germanium flotation mechanism. Reprinted with permission; copyright Elsevier [38].

Scattered metals play an irreplaceable role in some clean energy technologies and advanced materials, and they will become much more important in the future. During the last decades, hydrometallurgy has continued to present important advances, even replacing some more traditional processes. However, significant amounts of liquid wastes are often produced that may pose serious treatment and disposal problems.

A new approach to recover microalgae from aqueous mediums using a bio-flotation method was reported [40]. Microalgae biomass has great potential for being used as feedstock for the sustainable production of biodiesel, as it is able to produce 7–31 times more oil than the top terrestrial crop; therefore, the foam flotation was studied, since the costs of downstream processing of the dilute biomass are a major challenge for microalgae biodiesel [41]. To improve the harvesting efficiency as well as to reduce the addition of chemicals, positively charged surface-layered polymeric microspheres were prepared [42]. A green water treatment sequence was also developed using a natural coagulant (Moringa oleifera) and a natural activated carbon (vegetable coconut palm) to remove Microcystis aeruginosa and natural organic matter in a flotation-based process [43].

3. Biosorption Is a Valid Alternative (In Advance, as Pretreatment)

Adsorption is, by definition, a general term describing the attachment of charged species from a solution to a coexisting solid surface. Reference was given on the use of pyrite and other mineral fines as adsorbents of metal ions [44]. Biosorption can well be another solution in metal ion removal. In general, an adsorbent should be of low cost, require little processing, be abundant in nature, or be a byproduct or waste material from industrial processes.

A huge number of residual biomass tons is fabricated annually from fermentation industries (and from plants with biological wastewater activity); this can be a strong potential source for appropriate
biosorbents. Hydroxyl, sulphhydryl, carboxyl, and phosphate groups, as well as nitrogen-containing (amino) groups are the major functional groups existing in the surface of the biomass, which are able to interact and generally participate in adsorption or in some cases chelation of some bivalent metal ions. For the latter case, flotation of biological materials was extensively reported and discussed [45].

A multi-stage process was proposed (in collaboration with the Department of Microbiology, Medical School, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK) and investigated in depth for the removal of aqueous metal ions, at low concentrations, from industrial effluents and other metal-contaminated waters. The process consisted of the following steps:

(i) Contacting biomass of microbial origin with the metal-containing waste stream, so that biosorption of the metal ions can occur; a stirred tank contactor, where the biosorbent was suspended in the liquid, was applied for surface binding.

(ii) Separation by (dispersed-air) flotation of the biomass from the aqueous phase, which can then be discharged. No loss of ultrafine biomass particles was foreseen in this way in contrast to sedimentation. (iii) Elution of the biosorbed cadmium ions from the biomass, at a high concentration and possibly, the recovery electrochemically in the form of metal (i.e., end product).

(iv) Recycling of biomass and eluant, wherever possible [46].

The effect of the dispersion pH on heavy metal (noting that an aqueous mixture was tested) removal and biomass recovery is shown in Figure 3a, investigating a winery byproduct ground by a homogenizer into small sizes and fractionated. Sufficient separation (95%–100%) was obtained for biomass in the pH range of 5–9. Zinc and nickel were also removed in the order of 90%–95%, but at pH values higher than 9, where precipitation of these metals can take place. Laboratory-scale multicycle tests followed, consisting of biosorption, flotation, and an elution step at each cycle, before the recycling of the stalk biomass; the biomass floatability was almost quantitative, for all repeated cycles, whereas copper removal was around 95%. The influence of biomass concentration, using a constant dodecylamine (as the collector) concentration (3 × 10^{-4} mol/dm^3), is given in Figure 3b. Increasing the biomass concentration resulted in an increasing removal of all metals, due to the availability of more surface-active sites.

![Figure 3](image-url) Use of grape stalks as a biosorbent: (a) Influence of solution pH on (modified) biomass in the presence of surfactant; and (b) influence of biomass concentration. Reprinted with permission; copyright Wiley [47].
So, grape stalks were examined as a biosorbent, for their effectiveness in removing toxic metals from wastewaters, by combining biosorption with flotation in laboratory-scale experiments and then extending the procedure to a pilot scale. The latter experiments consisted of two stages of biosorptive flotation. The polluted aqueous system and the pre-treated biomass were contacted countercurrently. The zeta-potential of the stalks was initially examined for different pH values of biomass dispersions, in order to obtain more information about the surface charge of this biosorbent [47]. Among the main advantages of using biological materials for the removal of metals is their diversity of active binding sites, which allows their application in various cases. Another advantage of biosorption is that it does not generate the voluminous waste sludges that are typical of the precipitation processes.

4. Membranes Can Assist

Electroflotation, where bubbles (basically of hydrogen and oxygen and perhaps chlorine, in the presence of seawater) are generated by electrolysis of the aqueous medium, offers certain advantages over other flotation techniques of bubble generation, i.e., dispersed air or dissolved air. Among others, the following points are perhaps the most important: The electric field gradient between electrodes aids flocculation, the operating conditions can be easily controlled, bypass may be avoided, ionic strength of the effluent solution to be treated is not a crucial parameter, and byproduct recovery is a potentially profitable aspect of the treatment [48]. The two electrodes of the horizontal set, usually applied in electroflotation, could also be separated by a cation exchange membrane, as only one of the previously mentioned gases is usually necessary. In the lower part/ separated electrode an electrolyte was circulated to remove the created gas and in the meantime, increase the conductivity. The same idea was applied for mineral processing in a modified Hallimond tube [49].

It was noticed that only one gas (hydrogen) activated the process, when the emulsified oil/water emulsion was studied, while the others acted as depressors or merely contributed to the transfer of the coagulated matter to the flotation cell surface (Figure 4); additionally, an initial demulsification stage was noticed (work conducted at the Chemical Engineering Department, University of Newcastle-upon-Tyne, UK). Meanwhile, when the separation between the gases was applied, an electricity saving was noticed at the laboratory scale. These advances could be achieved on an industrial scale by changing the surface area of the working electrodes, i.e., using electrodes having the shapes of a plate and a rod. It was also observed that the process was capable of operation even without the presence of surfactants—i.e., collectorless. The complete elimination of collector consumption for electroflotation may compensate for the perhaps higher energy requirements, further add to its contribution as a green process.

**Figure 4.** Separating the electrodes, with a membrane (at different current densities): Testing with an oil–water emulsion. Reprinted with permission; copyright Taylor & Francis [50].
A large number of techniques have been used today to limit membrane fouling and among them, certainly, is air bubbling constituting also the transport medium in flotation, as applied in wastewater treatment. Flotation is suitable as a pretreatment stage for microfiltration; ceramic flat-sheet membrane modules of multi-channel geometry were used (United Product Tankers (UPT) GmbH & Co UPT Ltd., Saarbrücken, Germany).

A gentle backflushing was also required, whose contribution to flotation had no important influence and rather improved the operation. The advantages of both processes, i.e., dispersed-air flotation and microfiltration, were utilized in a hybrid cell. Representative results (Figure 5), concerning the flotation recovery (by cationic surfactants, cetyl-trimethylammonium bromide or cetyl-pyridinium chloride) and zinc removal efficiency are presented; a negative surface charge was observed throughout the examined pH range, 3–11, in electokinetic measurements of the brewery yeast. The zinc desorption was almost 100% using 0.1 M sodium hydroxide, while during the subsequent treatment cycles the brewery yeast could remove Zn(II) with about the same high effectiveness. A comparison was also carried out with the case of no flotation; so, after 4 h of operation with the medium air flowrate (0.447 cm/s), the trans-membrane pressure was 0.428 bar for the hybrid system, compared with 0.671 bar for microfiltration alone.

![Figure 5](image_url)

**Figure 5.** Batch flotation experiments using a brewery yeast *Saccharomyces*: (a) Effect of type and concentration of collector on flotation recovery; and (b) removal of zinc ions with 2 g/L yeast; [Zn$^{2+}$] = 50 mg/L, [zetag 63] = 2 mg/L, sorption time = 10 min, conditioning time = 10 min, flotation time = 3 min, air flow rate = 160 cc/min, pH = 6–6.5; and (c) improvement of hybrid flotation—microfiltration (MF) system operation as compared with simple MF system with air sparging. Reprinted with permission; copyright Taylor & Francis [51].

The system investigated earlier was zeolites (Na$_2$O·2SiO$_2$·Al$_2$O$_3$·nH$_2$O) of ultrafine size as pretreatment, which were used for the removal of metal ions in the past; electokinetic measurements...
showed an iso-electric point of solids at a pH of around 8. The technological importance of zeolites has been attributed to their high surface area in combination with their chemical nature. During the experimental series of continuous-flow separation all the collected samples showed, due to the membrane filtration, 100% zeolites recovery, hence, showing efficient solid/liquid separation. The metal removal depended just on the amount of adsorbent used. The metal ion (copper) recovery was then investigated with a real mine effluent from Assarel-Medet, Bulgaria, and promising results were obtained [52]. The residual copper in solution was always inside the accepted standards. The copper content in the produced flotation froth approached 6% by weight. Such a concentration allows economical copper recovery from the froth concentrate.

Figure 6 presents the hybrid process flowsheet used in the economic study, applying the software tool SuperPro Designer (Intelligen Inc., Massachusetts, USA)—presented in the form of tables, a photograph of the lab column is also presented, which had a height of 0.48 m and an inside diameter of 0.10 m. The cost of the combined process is not the mere addition of the individual process costs: The required membrane surface, which is a major cost factor, is smaller in the hybrid process since flotation has removed the majority of solid particles, and therefore, a smaller membrane area is required to yield the same permeate. It was shown that the capital investment for a 10 m$^3$/h plant (the scale-up was based on the obtained lab results) would be of the order of US$ 1.15 million. The operating costs are about US$ 1.76 million per year. The total revenues from water recycling and reuse are US$ 68,800 per year, without calculating the benefits of copper recovery.

Figure 6. (a) Flowsheet for the techno-economical study for the hybrid system, applying adsorptive flotation. (b) A close-view photograph of the hybrid cell at the laboratory. Reprinted with permission; copyright Elsevier [34].
5. Green Chemicals May Be a Solution

Evaluation of the impacts of reagents on safety, health, and the environment (SHE) is crucial for industries, regulatory agencies, and governments; so, an evaluation was developed to provide a holistic assessment of reagents [53]. Glycolipids derived from renewable resources such as carbohydrates, amino acids, and vegetable oils, i.e., biosourced surfactants, were said to be the environmentally friendly alternative to petroleum-based products [54]. Earlier findings implied that some biosurfactants, such as tea saponin, can replace chemosynthetic surfactants in controlling bubble behavior in flotation operation [55]. The hydrodynamics governing the flotation process (the aeration, collection, and separation steps) have been recently investigated [56].

Hence, biosurfactants are chemicals produced by microorganisms, which have both clearly defined hydrophilic and hydrophobic groups. Lychenysin A is a surface-active lipopeptide, which was isolated and characterized (structurally) from Bacillus licheniformis; it was found to compare favorably with other known chemical surface active agents—i.e., capable of reducing the surface tension of water from 72 to 28 mN/m with a critical micelle concentration as low as 12 µM [57]. The name surfactin, being the other biosurfactant tried, refers to a bacterial cyclic lipopeptide, primarily renowned for its exceptional surfactant power, since it lowers the surface tension of water from 72 to 27 mN/m at a concentration as low as 20 µM; it was discovered as a biologically active compound in the culture broth of the Bacillus subtilis strain [58]. The above biosurfactants were examined as alternative collectors for adsorptive flotation, as presented in Figure 7. Chromates in the examined pH range exist mainly in the forms of HCrO$_4^-$ and Cr$_2$O$_7^{2-}$ anions, as shown by the aqueous speciation of this toxic metal. Following the respective comparison, it was concluded that surfactin and lychenysin biosurfactants could effectively remove synthetic goethite, α-FeO(OH), in the pH range of 4–7 and presented a superior flotation collector activity in relation to dodecylamine and sodium dodecyl sulfate under the studied experimental conditions. Tightening environmental regulations and increasing awareness of the need to protect ecosystems have effectively resulted in an increased interest in the use of biosurfactants.

![Figure 7](image-url)

**Figure 7.** (a) Separation of goethite (adsorbent) by flotation, using biosurfactants; and (b) separation of chromates by adsorptive flotation, using biosurfactants. Reprinted with permission; copyright Elsevier [59].
Rhamnolipids are a class of biosurfactants, which contain rhamnose as the sugar moiety linked to β-hydroxylated fatty acid chains; *Pseudomonas aeruginosa* is still the most competent producer of rhamnolipids, but its pathogenicity may cause safety and health concerns during large-scale production and applications [60]. Lipases, produced by organisms of microbial, plant, and animal origin, are acknowledged as relevant biocatalysts for numerous important applications, including biosurfactant production; microbial lipases (i.e., from the marine environment) have attracted far more interest from researchers and industries than lipases from other sources, due both to their specific features and ease of production on a large scale [61–63].

### 6. Conclusions

Flotation with its various techniques is known to be (as also analyzed in the aforementioned) an effective separation process, assisting in the recovery of different materials and, hence, recycling. However, most of the petroleum-based surfactants are ecologically hazardous materials, whereas biosurfactants obtained from natural origins are green surfactants; the latter, following their suitable future development, may be further introduced in the process. Additionally, the use of membranes either together, as a hybrid unit, or downstream would help in contributing toward a better environment.
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